
STATE OF ILLINOIS 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 


IN RE ENBRIDGE PIPELINE 
ILLINOIS LLC. 

07-0446 

Petition pursuant to Section 8-503,8-509, 
15-101 and 15-401 of the Public Utilities Act ) 
for a certificate by pipeline, and for entry of ) 
an order authorizing and directing construction ) 
and operation of a and 
granting authority to exercise eminent domain ) 

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS 
PETITION FOR AUTHORITY TO EXERCISE EMINENT DOMAIN 

NOW COME the Intervenors, Carlisle Kelly and DeAnna Kelly, by and through their attorney, 

Thomas J. Pliura, and having moved for the dismissal with prejudice of Petition's request for 

authority to exercise eminent domain, offers the following memorandum in support of said 

motion. 

Without question, the Illinois Commerce Commission is an administrative commission, 

board or agency of the State of Illinois. It is created by statute (220 ILCS 512-101) and its 

exercise of authority is governed by its authorizing statute and implementing administrative rules 

and regulations. A state commission, board or agency has no general or common law authority. 

The only powers it possesses are those granted to it by the legislature, and any action it takes 

must be authorized by statute. Business & Professional People for the Public Interest v. Illinois 

Commerce Comm'n, 136 111.2d 192, 243-44, 144 Il1.Dec. 334, 555 N.E.2d 693 (1989). Any 

petition to the Illinois Commerce Commission, therefore, is proper only when an applicant seeks 

a finding, certification, or granting of authority that is expressly within the Commission's 

statutory authority. Any petition seeking a finding, certification, or granting of authority that 



exceeds the Commission's statutory authority is therefore subject to dismissal with prejudice for 

lack of said authority. 

In the instant case, Applicant seeks a certificate of good standing and authority for the 

construction of a pipeline. Designation of "Common Canier By Pipeline" status and a 

determination of the appropriateness of granting such designation is within the statutory 

authority of the Illinois Commerce Commission. While intervenors take issue with the 

appropriateness of an a f f i t i v e  finding, that is not the subject of the instant motion. At issue 

herein is the Illinois Commerce Commission's statutory authority to consider Applicant's request 

for Eminent Domain powers. 

The Illinois Commerce Commission has been vested by the Legislature with authority to 

grant Eminent Domain powers to private companies under very defined and limited 

circumstances. Applicant seeks Eminent Domain powers as a "Public Utility". While Movants 

concede that the Illinois Commerce Commission has the statutory authority to consider a petition 

by a Public Utility for the granting of Eminent Domain powers for the taking of private land for 

public use, this applicant is a Public Utility. Nor does it propose to become such an entity 

under the law. The Illinois Commerce Commission is without the statutory authority to broaden 

the statutory definition of "Public Utility" to include Applicant. Similarly, the Illinois 

Commerce Commission is without the statutory authority to broaden the scope of its own power 

to allow it to grant Eminent Domain to a non-Public Utility. To do so would give the Illinois 

Commerce Commission the power to take private property for private use. There is no provision 

under the Eminent Domain Act or the Public Utilities Act granting such authority. 

State statutes define a "Public Utility" very clearly and the Illinois Commerce 

Commission must adhere to this statutory definition in determining whether an applicant is, in 

fact, a Public Utility. That definition is as follows: 



"Public utility" means and includes, except where otherwise expressly provided in 

this Section, every corporation, company, limited liability company, association, 

joint stock company or association, firm,partnership or individual, their lessees, 

trustees, or receivers appointed by any court whatsoever that owns, controls, 

operates or manages, within this State, directly or indirectly, for public use, any 

plant, equipment or property used or to be used for or in connection with, or owns 

or controls any h c h i s e ,  license, permit or right to engage in: 

a. the production, storage, transmission, sale, delivery or furnishing of 

heat, cold, power, electricity, water, or light, except when used solely for 

communications purposes; 

b. the disposal of sewerage; or 

c. the conveyance of oil or gas by pipe line. (220 ILCS 513- 105) 

Throughout its application and supporting documentation, Applicant uses a variety of 

terms to describe its proposed project. Those familiar with the project, Applicant's other existing 

pipelines, and knowledgeable of the industry are able to clearly discern the Applicant's intended 

use of the proposed pipeline despite these varied and misleading terms. It is clear that Applicant 

intends to transport via the proposed pipeline a substance that is not "oil" as that term is defined 

in Illinois, but instead intends to transport a product that originates in the Tar Sands fields of 

Alberta, Canada. The products Applicant intends to transport in the proposed pipe include 

byproducts of bitumen. Throughout the application, Applicant repeatedly refers to terms 

including "crude oil", "crude petroleum", etc. Tucked away at page 13, in Section 12 of its 

"Application for Certificate in Good Standing and Other Relief", is the word "bitumen". There, 

at page 13 is the single reference in the entire application to the real precursor product that will 



then be refined, upgraded, distilled and modified into byproducts which will then be sent through 

the pipe. 

The process to extract a usable commodity from the Tar Sands is a complex one and 

beyond the scope of this motion. But the process starts with a substance known as bitumen. For 

informational purposes a "Basics of Bitumen Fact Sheet" from the Alberta Oil Sands Discovery 

Centre is attached hereto as an exhibit. Tar sands are mined from the soil in a solid phase and 

then heated to extraordinary temperatures to extract a product known as bitumen. Bitumen will 

not flow through a pipe unless it is chemically modified. The biochemical organic structure will 

simply not allow it to remain in a liquid form unless its molecular structure is altered, broken 

apart, fractured and thereafter re-assembled into a different chemical compound. The process of 

changing bitumen into a different molecular structure is often referred to as "upgrading". The 

process of upgrading bitumen requires a highly complex biochemical reaction. However, it can 

best be summarized as the creation of a hydrocarbon by-product obtained from the biochemical 

refinement of bitumen via a process known as "upgrading" whereby the chemical structure of the 

products are changed via one or more methods including vaccum distillation, cracking large 

hydrocarbon molecules into smaller molecules, removal of carbon atoms through a process 

known as coking, adding hydrogen atoms through a process known as hydrotreating, separating 

the various components via fractionation based on their boiling points, removing sulfur atoms 

and nitrogen atoms, and blending in additional diluent liquids including stmight-chained and 

cyclic aliphatic hydrocarbons. That is a mouffil to say the least. 

The end product of bitumen upgrading is often referred to as "synthetic crude oil" by the 

Big Oil company producers in the petroleum industry. Among other reasons, the phrase 

"synthetic crude oil" is used so as to blur the distinction that the product intended for the pipe is 

not actually crude oil anymore. Only crude oil pipelines qualify for powers such as eminent 



domain. Only crude oil pipelines qualify for status as a Public Utility. The Big Oil companies do 

not want to emphasize the fact that what they are really transporting through the pipe are 

' products more similar to gasoline than actual crude oil in chemical structure. 

Upgrading bitumen into byproducts that will flow through a pipe is a complicated 

biochemical process. A thorough understanding of the process is not necessary for the 

adjudication of the instant motion. As cited above, the Applicant can only be eligible for Public 

Utility status if it meets the statutory definition of a Public Utility. To do so, the product to be 

carried by the proposed pipeline must be "oil" or "gas". 

"Oil" and "gas" are defined terms under Illinois Statutes and thus all that is necessary for 

the adjudication of the instant motion is a determination that what Applicant intends to transport 

via the proposed pipeline does or does not meet either definition. 

Pursuant to 225 ILCS 72511, ""Oil" means natural crude oil or petroleum and other 

hydrocarbons, regardless of gravity, which are produced at the well in liquid form by ordinary 

production methods or by the use of an oil and gas separator and which are not the result of 

condensation of gas after it leaves the underground reservoir." 

Pursuant to 225 ILCS 72511, "Gas" means all natural gas, including casinghead gas, and 

all other natural hydrocarbons not defined above as oil." 

There is no genuine issue of material fact as to what Applicant proposes to transport via 

pipeline. Applicant proposes to transport refined or upgraded byproducts of bitumen. Unless the 

raw bitumen product is changes, altered, diluted and refined, bitumen will not flow through a 

pipe. Very plainly and very simply, the refined and upgraded bitumen byproduct intended for 

Applicant's pipe does not meet the definition of "oil" or "gas". Further, the method by which the 

product is produced is not an "ordinary production method", but is instead an "Enhanced 

Recovery Method as that term is defined in 225 ILCS 72511. ("'Enhanced Recovery Method' 



means any method used in an effort to recover hydrocarbons from a pool by injection of fluids, 

gases or other substances to maintain, restore or augment natural reservoir energy, or by 

introducing immiscible or miscible gases, chemicals, other substances or heat or by in-situ 

combustion, or by any combination thereof.") 

However, should the Hon. Hearing Officer and/or Commissioners require additional 

evidence as to the bitumen byproduct or the relationship of the byproduct to the statutory 

definitions of "Oil" and "Gas", Movants are prepared to offer expert testimony, by way of live 

testimony at hearing andor prepared direct testimony and affidavit. It is anticipated that such 

evidence will resolve any issue as to the nature of the product and lay to rest any issue as to 

whether the byproduct is, in fact, "oil", no matter what the product is called in the Application. 

To make an analogous point, if Applicant intended to pump ketchup fiom Alberta to 

Patoka, Illinois via its proposed underground pipeline, it would require a certificate of good 

standing and designation of common carrier by pipeline. Applicant could in fact submit an 

application to the commission proposing to become a ketchup common carrier by pipeline. But 

ketchup pipelines are not entitled to Eminent Domain powers because a ketchup pipeline cannot 

be a public utility. Assume that a hypothetical application was submitted to the Illinois 

Commerce Commission requesting eminent domain powers for this proposed ketchup pipeline. 

Referring to ketchup by using terms such as "oil", "synthetic oil", "crude oil" or anything else 

does not make it become "oil" as that term is defined in Illinois. If it is not truly "oil" in the 

pipeline, then it can not be a Public Utility. If it is not a Public Utility, there can be no Eminent 

Domain. 

CONCLUSION 

In spite of the complex engineering necessary to convert the Alberta Tar Sands into a 

practical alternative to crude oil, this is a relatively simple motion. Applicant seeks authority to 



operate as a common carrier by pipeline. Such an application to become a common carrier by 

pipeline is within the scope of the Illinois Commerce Commission's authority. That authority, 

however, does not include the right to grant to every common carrier by pipeline Eminent 

Domain powers. The ICC's authority to grant Eminent Domain is solely and strictly limited to 

Public Utilities. To rule otherwise, would extend the Illinois Commerce Commission's authority 

to allow the taking of private land for private purposes. Since the project proposed by Applicant 

does not and cannot qualify as a Public Utility, the ICC is without authority to consider 

Applicant's request. Movants, therefore, respectfully request that portion of Applicant's petition 

which seeks Eminent Domain be dismissed with prejudice for lack of authority/subject matter 

jurisdiction. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

r-
-\Atto or Carlisle E. Kelly 

and DeAnna K. Kelly, Petitioners 

ThomasJ. Pliura 
210 E. Center Street 
P.O. Box 130 
LeRoy, IL 61 752 
(309) 962-2299 (Tel) 
(309) 962-4646 (Facsimile) 
e-mail: tom.pliura@zchart.com 



PROOF OF SERVICE 

The undersigned certifies that on this fldday of ~o /obc 2007, he served a 

copy of the foregoing Motion upon the following individuals on the attached service list via the 

eDocket system and via U.S. Mail, first class postage repaid, where appropriate. 

Thomas J. Pliura 
2 10 E. Center Street 
P.O. Box 130 
LeRoy, IL 61752 
(309) 962-2299 (Tel) 
(309) 962-4646 (Facsimile) 
e-mail: tom.pliura@zchart.com 
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